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Skills

Initiate requirements
50% in five of the cult skills.  Succeed in 3 of the rolls to convince the
examiners. If cannot convince - quarantined

Rune requirements 90% in three cult skills. Bold skills are mandatory

70% in four of the the cult skills.  Succeed in 3 of the rolls to convince the
examiners. Italic skills are mandatoryAcolyte requirements

Son of a minor healer goddess and Ikadz the Truthmaker  Burayha Xolani was corrupted most foully
during the struggle with Chaos. His priests have always been good to find protectors for their studies
in the Fonritan power structures. Their skills in healing even though not perfect have given them
enough support in general populace even though the side effect of their healings are considered
rough but such is life in Fonrit. His cult was always a friend of Garangordos the Wise and firm
supporter of "Life is Slavery" and so Ompalam the All-knowing.

Mythos and History

Burayha Xolani is the Chiurgeon of Afadjann.
Description

Shrines to Burayha Xolani teach most of the cult folk magic spells. Small and large hospitals act as
temples. Many temples to Garangordos have an associated shrine to Burayha Xolani.

Cult Ecology

His cultists concentrate on methodically advancing themselves and medical studies with any means
necessary. Some use their surgeon skills to extract information, cause pain or spiritually cripple their
victims. Think of 'mad' doctors, unethical medical institutions, charlatans, false doctors, secret
unethical medical studies, quacks, doctor in residence for public figures even spreaders of disease
so they can cure it. They are usually excellent in keeping good appearances in all circumstances by
having the support of public figures and making good deeds. Cult is constantly looking for subjects
for special studies.

The Cult in the World

Initiates must understand and accept the real nature of the cult and are chosen carefully. Those that
cannot accept find themselves permanently quarantined as subject of secluded special studies.

Initiates
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Folk Magic for Initiates

Cult Skills (Oath is taken at initiate. Divine intervention learned at rune level )

Theist Miracles (italic = acolyte, bold = rune level)

Source - see for detailed info

Harem Nights²⁵

Consecrate, Dismiss Magic, Exorcism, Grimoire²⁸, Heal Mind, Leeching, Madness, Raise Undead²⁸,
Sorcery: Renegerate, Sorcery: Sculpt(Flesh), Sorcery: Tap (POW), Sorcery: Transfer Wound, Soul
Sight, Summon Dead²⁸, Transfer Malady²⁸, Enthrall, Excommunication, Rejuvenate

First aid, Lore (human), Lore(Enbalming), Lore (cult), Lore (Ompalam), Interrogate, Influence,
Mechanisms, Devotion, Exhort, Healing, Lore(torture), Craft(Torture), Deceit, Lore(Alchemy),
Willpower

Befuddle, Calm, Cool, Coordination, Curse, False Healing¹⁰, Glamour, Heal, Heat, Mindspeech,
Perfume, Preserve, Repugnance, Vigour

Not many have the will, required skills, ruthlessness and the lack of compassion required to advance
into being an Acolyte or Priest

Acolytes

Acolytes and Priests are keen on pursuing a Hospital for their studies - the Hospital might have
public wing and special wing for advanced studies.

Rune Priests

The normal healing spells cast by the Chiurgeon have side effects (scars, extra effects, long time)
and may require exotic equipment, treatises and ingredients. Side effects may force further
treatment or be hidden with extra spells. Chiurgeon may invite further business by casting negative
affecting (repugnance, false healing). Chiurgeon may use Alchemy skill to create diseases or cures.
Transfer Wound and Transfer Malady is commonly used to shift to slaves - that cost extra money for
the treatment. Burayha is completely unethical in pursuing medical knowledge even beyond death

Special Magic
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